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With that, Karl grabbed the President’s collar and stabbed the syringe into his 

neck to give him an injection. 

 

“Ah!” Silas wailed in pain. 

Infuriated, Sophie questioned, “Yariel, what are you doing? Why are you harming 

Silas even though he’s helping you? How can you be so heartless?” 

Sebastian gazed at them in disdain and said, “If you’re sincere in helping me, you 

would have told me about it before the Jadesons got into trouble. I reckon you 

agree to the true mastermind’s hideous plan, right? After all, you can’t put your 

mind at ease as long as I exist.” 

 

“You—” 

Sophie’s face flushed with embarrassment. 

Sebastian was right. Things would not have turned out this way if they did not 

agree to the mastermind’s plan. If they were sincere in aiding the Jadesons, they 

would have told them the truth before the mastermind acted. 

As Silas was rendered almost unconscious, Sebastian came to him slowly. 

 

“Tell me—who’s the mastermind?” 

“No! You can’t say it!” 

Appalled, Sophie wanted to spring upon Silas to stop him from letting the cat out 

of the bag. 

However, as soon as she moved, Karl grabbed her arms to restrain her and 

dragged her away. 



 “Say it!” 

“It’s the Limmer family. It has always been the Limmer family—” 

Subdued by drugs, Silas finally revealed the ultimate mastermind’s name. 

The Limmer family! Louis was the founding president of the country! It’s actually 

him? But why? Hasn’t he become the president already? Why must he 

manipulate every successor behind the scene? He claimed to be devoted to 

building a democratic and progressive country. But in truth, he wants to stay in 

power like the ancient monarchs and have the president be a hereditary 

succession! 

Sebastian was stunned and disgusted by the truth at the same time. 

“Mr. Hayes?” 

 

“Collect all information about that shameless lowlife. I want to know everything 

he has done since he stepped down. Put out rewards for any valuable information 

about Louis Limmer, and then we will spread them on the internet. Hah! I’d like to 

see if he can outmatch me!” 

 

He’s crazy! 

The savagery in his eyes was plain as day. 

Since the Limmers want to destroy the Jadesons overnight, I’ll let the whole world 

witness how the Limmers’ reputation is ruined instantly! How can the founding 

father control and mess up the country for years because of his desire for power 

and personal interest? Well, I’d like to see how the Limmers will handle it once 

their scandals are exposed! If the Limmers want to play the game with me, I’ll dial 

it up to the international scale! Let the whole world watch it and have fun! 

After getting the answer from Silas, Sebastian turned around and left. 



Half an hour later, Silas finally regained his consciousness. However, he was 

scared to death and fainted once he found out he had spilled the beans. 

In his eyes, Sebastian was truly a lunatic. 

An unprecedented storm was brewing. 

 

The Limmer family was already wary of Sebastian since he destroyed the Ten 

Medals. 

Nonetheless, they never expected the young man to bet on the country’s future 

just to bring them down. 

When Louis learned that scandals about his family had begun to spread on the 

internet globally, he immediately used the influence of his international allies to 

suppress it in a fit of fury. 

 

Then, he brought along some men to meet Sebastian at that house. 

 

“You’re indeed competent.” 

 

The eighty-year-old Louis did not hesitate to praise the younger man. 

 

However, Sebastian stood still on the stairs and did not respond to him. 

 

Seeing that, Louis added, “Unfortunately, you’re no match for me. As you 

probably know, I have been at the helm of the country for decades. However, you 



must be surprised to learn that our international allies only recognize me as the 

country’s supreme leader.” 

 

Smiling, he lifted the gilded seal in his hand. 

 

Sebastian’s eyes widened in shock upon seeing it. 

A seal? Is that an imperial seal? My, does he see himself as an emperor? 

“Well, do you think everything is over now?” 

“No, I don’t think so. After all this time, I understand that it will only end when 

you’re under my control. Hence—” 

Louis shot his subordinates a look. Soon, a man in a black suit set up a mini 

projector to display something on the wall. 

 

“Mommy?” 

 

“Shh! Your mommy is sleeping now. Don’t wake her up.” 

 

“Okay.” 

With that, the cute little girl continued sleeping on the plane. Hearing the sounds 

of stable breathing, Sebastian saw two little boys and a young and beautiful 

woman beside the little girl. 


